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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2017. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. I m Ivy Lane, and if I never see another faerie again, it ll be too soon. Twenty years after
the faeries came and destroyed the world as we knew it, I use my specialist skills to keep rogue
faeries in line and ensure humans and their magically gifted neighbors can coexist (relatively)
peacefully. Nobody knows those skills came from the darkest corner of Faerie itself. When a human
child disappears, replaced with a faerie changeling, I have to choose between taking the safe road
or exposing my own history with the faeries to the seductively dangerous head of the Mage Lords.
He s the exact kind of distraction I don t need, but it s work with him or lose my chance to save the
victims. It ll take all my skills to catch the kidnappers and stop Faerie s dark denizens overrunning
the city - but if the faerie lords find out about the magic I stole last time I went into their realm,
running won t save me this time.
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ReviewsReviews

This created publication is wonderful. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Chelsey Nicolas-- Chelsey Nicolas

Comprehensive information for book fans. It is one of the most amazing book i actually have read. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Yoshiko Okuneva-- Yoshiko Okuneva
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